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About the Book:
Toward a Philosophy of Perception features 33 full-color, artistic, 

coffeetable-size cloud photographs. Plus incisive, heartwarming essay 
materials illustrating a powerful journey into higher consciousness. 
Experience-/research-oriented. Includes exclusive essay on NYC “poet 
genius” Milton Klonsky. Author did the “actual editing” of Hunter S. 
Thompson’s Hell’s Angels. Listed in 500 Great Minds of the Early 21st 
Century, Margaret brings her wealth of experience to the expansive 
subject of human potential. Her Love in Transition series has been 
called a “vibrant and luminous opening in the psychology of creation” 
(Mircea Ivanescu, Romanian newspaper), “roman candles that burst 
into a myriad trajectories like stars falling to earth” (Rhea White, 
Exceptional Human Experience). “The human potential is infi nite 
and (oddly enough) limited by our perception . . . Margaret Harrell’s 
pictures bring in elements *beyond* perception, thus opening a window 
to divine experience” (Naomie Poran, Ph.D., Aroma Therapy).

“Reading this book is an experience well worth having.”
Taken from a review by George Stade, Ph.D., Consulting Editorial 

Director, Barnes & Noble Classics

About the Author:
Margaret A. Harrell is the author of eight 

“consciousness-research” books, published in Europe 
while she lived in Belgium. Her core beliefs focus on 
ourselves as multidimensional, which her own experience 
affirms first-hand. Nothing was ever ordinary about 
Harrell’s life. This book reveals much of its amazing 
wealth and depth—gained from living on three continents 
(from the New York City Greenwich Village days, when 
she worked at Random House, to years married to a 
Belgian poet, to the spiritual initiations beginning in the 
80s). For the last two decades she has studied—and since 
2001 taught—courses in human energy, primarily the 
“light body.” Backing all this up is substantial academic 
background, at Duke University, Columbia University 
and the C. G. Jung Institute in Zurich. She is a strong 
advocate of Eastern studies. 

See http://www.marharrell.com.
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